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Unusual Parts of Speech - P
PACKET [n] +
[v] PACKETED, PACKETING, PACKETS, to make into small package
PAIN [n] +
[v] PAINING, to cause pain (suffering or distress)
PAJAMA [n] +
[adj] PAJAMAED, wearing pajamas
PALACE [n] +
[adj] PALACED, royal residence
PALISADE [n] +
[v] PALISADED, PALISADING, PALISADES, to fortify with heavy fence
PALL [n] +
[v] PALLING, to become insipid
PALLET [n] +
[v] PALLETED, PALLETING, PALLETS, places on platforms for storage or moving
PALSY [n] +
[v] PALSIED, PALSYING, PALSIES, to paralyze
PANACEA [n] +
[adj] PANACEAN, PANACEA, remedy for all diseases or ills
PANCAKE [n] +
[v] PANCAKED, PANCAKING, PANCAKES, to land aircraft in certain way
PANG [n] +
[v] PANGING, to cause to have spasms of pain
PAPAYA [n] +
[adj] PAPAYAN, PAPAYA, melon-like fruit
PARAFFIN [n] +
[v] PARAFINNED, PARAFINNING, PARAFFINS, to coat with waxy substance
PARAGON [n] +
[v] PARAGONED, PARAGONING, PARAGONS, to compare with
PARALLEL [adj] + [v] PARALLELED, PARALLELLED, PARALLELING, PARALLELLING, PARALLELS,
PARANOID [adj] + [n] PARANOIDS, one affected with paranoia
PARQUET [n & adj] + [v] PARQUETED, PARQUETING, PARQUETS, to furnish with floor of inlaid design
PARROT [n] +
[adj] PARROTY, resembling parrot (hook-billed tropical bird)
PARSLEY [n] +
[adj] PARSLEYED, PARSLIED, cultivated herb
PARTY [n & v] +
[adj] PARTIER, PARTIEST, party (divided into different-colored parts)
PASSAGE [n] +
[v] PASSAGED, PASSAGING, PASSAGES, to make voyage
PASSIVE [adj] +
[n] PASSIVES, verb form
PASTORAL [adj] + [n] PASTORALS, literary or artistic work that depicts country life
PATTERN [n] +
[v] PATTERNED, PATTERNING, PATTERNS, to make according to prescribed design
PAUNCH [n] +
[adj] PAUNCHED, belly or abdomen
PAUPER [n] +
[v] PAUPERED, PAUPERING, PAUPERS, to reduce to poverty
PAVILION [n] +
[v] PAVILIONED, PAVILIONING, PAVILIONS, to cover with large tent
PAYABLE [adj] +
[n] PAYABLES, accounts payable
PEACE [n] +
[v] PEACING, to be or become silent
PEACH [n] +
[v] PEACHED, PEACHING, PEACHES, to inform against
PEACOCK [n] +
[adj] PEACOCKY, PEACOCKIER, PEACOCKIEST, flamboyant, showy
PEACOCK [n] +
[v] PEACOCKED, PEACOCKING, PEACOCKS, to strut vainly
PEASANT [n] +
[adj] PEASANTY, PEASANT, person of inferior social rank
PEARL [n] +
[v] PEARLING, to adorn with pearls (smooth rounded masses)
PEBBLE [n] +
[v] PEBBLED, PEBBLING, PEBBLES, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones)
PECULIAR [adj] + [n] PECULIARS, something belonging exclusively to person
PEDESTAL [n] +
[v] PEDESTALED, PEDESTALLED, PEDESTALING PEDESTALLING, PEDESTALS,
PEDICURE [n] +
[v] PEDICURED, PEDICURING, PEDICURES, to administer cosmetic treatment to feet and toenails
PEDIGREE [n] +
[adj] PEDIGREED, line of ancestors
PELLET [n] +
[v] PELLETED, PELLETING, PELLETS, to strike with pellets (small rounded masses)
PELVIC [adj] +
[n] PELVICS, bone of pelvis
PENANCE [n] +
[v] PENANCED, PENANCING, PENANCES, to impose type of punishment upon
PENSION [n] +
[v] PENSIONED, PENSIONING, PENSIONS, to grant retirement allowance
PEOPLE [n] +
[v] PEOPLED, PEOPLING, PEOPLES, to furnish with inhabitants
PEPTALK [n] +
[v] PEPTALKED, PEPTALKING, PEPTALKS, to inspire enthusiasm in by intense, emotional talk
PEPTIC [adj] +
[n] PEPTICS, substance that promotes digestion

to be similar or analogous to
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PERFUME [n] +
PERHAPS [adv] +
PERIL [n] +
PEROXIDE [n] +
PERSPIRE [v] +
PESTLE [n] +
PETAL [n] +
PEWTER [n] +
PHOBIC [adj] +
PHONEMIC [adj] +
PHONETIC [adj] +
PHYSIC [n] +
PHYSIQUE [n] +
PICNIC [n] +
PILGRIM [n] +
PILL [n] +
PILLAR [n] +
PILLOW [n] +
PIMPLE [n] +
PINBALL [n] +
PINAFORE [n] +
PINNACLE [n] +
PIPELINE [n] +
PISTOL [n] +
PITH [n] +
PIZAZZ [n] +
PIZZAZZ [n] +
PLAID [n] +
PLAIN [adj] +
PLANK [n] +
PLATOON [n] +
PLEASURE [n] +
PLIGHT [n] +
PLOY [n] +
PLUMAGE [n] +
PLUMBER [n] +
PLUSH [n] +
PLUSH [n] +
POCKMARK [n] +
POD [n] +
POETIC [adj] +
POGROM [n] +
POLLEN [n] +
PONCHO [n] +
POND [n] +
POPPY [n] +
PORCH [n] +

[adj] PERFUMY, scented
[n] PERHAPSES, something open to doubt or conjecture
[v] PERILED, PERILLED, PERILING, PERILLING, to imperil
[v] PEROXIDED, PEROXIDING, PEROXIDES, to treat with peroxide (bleaching agent)
[adj] PERSPIRY, PERSPIRE, to give off moisture through pores of skin
[v] PESTLED, PESTLING, PESTLES, to crush with club-shaped hand tool
[adj] PETALLED, PETAL, leaflike part of corolla
[adj] PEWTERY, PEWTER, tin alloy
[n] PHOBICS, one affected with phobia
[n] PHONEMICS, branch of linguistic analysis studying phonemes
[n] PHONETICS, system of speech sounds of language or group of languages
[v] PHYSICKED, PHYSICKING, PHYSICS, to treat with medicine
[adj] PHYSIQUED, PHYSIQUE, form or structure of body
[adj] PICNICKY, pertaining to picnic
[v] PILGRIMED, PILGRIMING, PILGRIMS, to travel to holy place for religious reasons
[v] PILLING, to dose with pills (small rounded masses of medicine)
[v] PILLARED, PILLARING, PILLARS, to provide with vertical building supports
[v] PILLOWED, PILLOWING, PILLOWS, to rest on pillow (cushion for head)
[adj] PIMPLED, inflamed swelling of skin
[v] PINBALLED, PINBALLING, PINBALLS, to move abruptly from one place to another
[adj] PINAFORED, PINAFORE, child’s apron
[v] PINNACLED, PINNACLING, PINNACLES, to place on summit
[v] PIPELINED, PIPELINING, PIPELINES, to convey by line of pipe
[v] PISTOLED, PISTOLLED, PISTOLING, PISTOLLING, PISTOLS, to shoot with small firearm
[v] PITHING, to sever spinal cord of
[adj] PIZAZZY, having pizazz
[adj] PIZZAZZY, pizazzy (having pizazz)
[adj] PLAIDED, PLAID, woolen scarf of checkered pattern
[v] PLAINED, PLAINING, to complain
[v] PLANKED, PLANKING, to cover with planks (long, flat pieces of lumber)
[v] PLATOONED, PLATOONING, PLATOONS, alternate with another player at same position
[v] PLEASURED, PLEASURING, PLEASURES, to please
[v] PLIGHTED, PLIGHTING, PLIGHTS, to promise or bind by solemn pledge
[v] PLOYING, to move from line into column
[adj] PLUMAGED, PLUMAGE, feathers of bird
[n] PLUMBERY, work of plumber
[adj] PLUSHED, showily luxurious
[v] PLUSHES, fabric with long pile
[v] POCKMARKED, POCKMARKING, POCKMARKS, to mark with scars caused by eruptive disease
[v] PODDING, to produce seed vessels
[n] POETICS, poetic theory or practice
[v] POGROMED, POGROMING, POGROMS, to massacre systematically
[v] POLLENED, POLLENING, POLLENS, to convey pollen (fertilizing element in seed plant) to
[adj] PONCHOED, type of cloak
[v] PONDING, to collect into pond (small body of water)
[adj] POPPIED, POPPY, covered with poppies
[adj] PORCHED, covered structure at entrance to building
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PORK [n] +
PORPOISE [n] +
PORRIDGE [n] +
PORTABLE [adj] +
PORTAL [n] +
POSTAL [adj] +
POSTER [n] +
POTABLE [adj] +
POTSHOT [n] +
POTTER [n] +
POUCH [n] +
POULTICE [n] +
PRANK [n] +
PRAWN [n] +
PREAMBLE [n] +
PRECIOUS [adj] +
PRECISE [adj] +
PREFIX [n] +
PRELUDE [n] +
PREMISE [n] +
PRETZEL [n] +
PRIEST [n] +
PRIM [adj] +
PRISON [n] +
PROBABLE [adj] +
PRODIGAL [adj] +
PROFANE [adj] +
PROFOUND [adj] +
PROLOGUE [n] +
PROMO [n] +
PRONG [n] +
PROPER [adj] +
PROTOCOL [n] +
PROVERB [n] +
PSALM [n] +
PUBLIC [adj] +
PUCKER [n + v] +
PUDDING [n] +
PUMICE [n] +
PUN [n] +
PUP [n] +
PURPLE [adj] +
PURPOSE [n] +
PYRAMID [n] +
PYRRHIC [adj] +
QUAD [n]

+

[v] PORKING, to eat ravenously
[v] PORPOISED, PORPOISING, PORPOISES, to move forward with rising and falling motions
[adj] PORRIDGY, PORRIDGE, soft food
[n] PORTABLES, something that can be carried
[adj] PORTALED, PORTAL, door, gate, or entrance
[n] POSTALS, postcard
[v] POSTERED, POSTERING, POSTERS, to affix public notices on
[n] POTABLES, liquid suitable for drinking
[v] POTSHOT, POTSHOTTING, POTSHOTS, to shoot randomly at
[v] POTTERED, POTTERING, POTTERS, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner)
[v] POUCHED, POUCHING, POUCHES, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle)
[v] POULTICED, POULTICING, POULTICES, to apply healing substance to
[v] PRANKED, PRANKING, to adorn gaudily
[v] PRAWNED, PRAWNING, to fish for prawns (edible shellfish)
[adj] PREAMBLED, PREAMBLE, introductory statement
[n] PRECIOUSES, darling (much-loved person)
[v] PRECISED, PRECISING, PRECISES, to make concise summary of
[v] PREFIXED, PREFIXING, PREFIXES, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word)
[v] PRELUDED, PRELUDING, PRELUDES, to play musical introduction
[v] PREMISED, PREMISING, PREMISES, to state in advance
[v] PRETZELLED, PRETZELLING, PRETZELS, to contort
[v] PRIESTED, PRIESTING, PRIESTS, to ordain as priest (one authorized to perform religious rites)
[v] PRIMMED, PRIMMING, to give prim expression to
[v] PRISONED, PRISONING, PRISONS, to imprison
[n] PROBABLES, something likely to occur or prove true
[n] PRODIGALS, one who spends lavishly and foolishly
[v] PROFANED, PROFANING, PROFANES, to treat with irreverence or abuse
[n] PROFOUNDS, something that is very deep
[v] PROLOGUED, PROLOGUING, PROLOGUES to preface
[v] PROMOED, PROMOING, to promote
[v] PRONGED, PRONGING, to pierce with pointed projection
[n] PROPERS, portion of Mass
[v] PROTOCOLED, PROTOCOLLED, PROTOCOLING PROTOCOLLING, PROTOCOLS,
[v] PROVERBED, PROVERBING, PROVERBS, to make byword of
[v] PSALMED, PSALMING, to praise in psalms (sacred songs)
[n] PUBLICS, community or people as whole
[adj] PUCKERY, PUCKERIER, PUCKERIEST, having tendency to pucker
[adj] PUDDINGY, resembling pudding (thick, soft dessert)
[v] PUMICED, PUMICING, PUMICES, to polish with porous volcanic rock
[v] PUNNING, to make pun (play on words)
[v] PUPPING, to give birth to puppies
[v] PURPLED, PURPLING, PURPLES, to make purple
[v] PURPOSED, PURPOSING, PURPOSES, to resolve to perform or accomplish
[v] PYRAMIDED, PYRAMIDING, PYRAMIDS, to raise or increase by adding amounts gradually
[n] PYRRHICS, PYRRHIC, type of metrical foot
Unusual Parts of Speech - Q
[v] QUADDED, QUADDING, to space out by means of quadrats
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QUAIL [n] +
QUEER [adj] +
QUILL [n] +
QUIRK [n] +
QUOIT [n] +

[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]
[v]

QUAILED. QUAILING, to cower
QUEERED, QUEERING, to spoil effect or success of
QUILLED, QUILLING, to press small ridges in
QUIRKED, QUIRKING, to twist
QUOITED, QUOITING, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss
Unusual Parts of Speech - R
RABBIT [n] +
[v] RABBITED, RABBITING, RABBITS, to hunt rabbits (rodent-like mammals)
RACKET [n] +
[v] RACKETED, RACKETING, RACKETS, to make loud noise
RADIANT [adj] +
[n] RADIANTS, point from which rays are emitted
RAFTER [n] +
[adj] RAFTERED, furnished with rafters
RAGOUT [n] +
[v] RAGOUTED, RAGOUTING, RAGOUTS, to make into highly seasoned stew
RAISIN [n] +
[adj] RAISINY, dried grape
RANCOR [n] +
[adj] RANCORED, bitter and vindictive enmity
RANDOM [adj] +
[n] RANDOMS, haphazard course
RAPIER [n] +
[adj] RAPIERED, RAPIER, long, slender sword
RAPTURE [n] +
[v] RAPTURED, RAPTURING, RAPTURES, to fill with great joy
RAVEN [n] +
[v] RAVENED, RAVENING, to eat in ravenous (extremely hungry) manner
RAZOR [n] +
[v] RAZORED, RAZORING, to shave or cut with sharp-edged instrument
REFUGE [n] +
[v] REFUGED, REFUGING, REFUGES, to give or take shelter [v]
RELIABLE [adj] + [n] RELIABLES, one that can be relied on
RENEGADE [n] + [v] RENEGADED, RENEGADING, RENEGADES, to become traitor
REPLETE [adj] +
[n] REPLETES, worker ant that serves as living storehouse for liquid food
REVENGE [n] +
[v] REVENGED, REVENGING, REVENGES, to inflict injury in return for
REVENUE [n] +
[adj] REVENUED, income of government
RIBALD [adj] +
[n] RIBALDS, one who uses crude language
RIBBON [n] +
[adj] RIBBONY, resembling ribbon [adj]
ROACH [n] +
[v] ROACHED, ROACHING, ROACHES, to cause to arch
ROGUE [n] +
[v] ROGUEING, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v]
ROUGHER [adj] + [n] ROUGHERS, one that roughs
RUBBER [n] +
[v] RUBBERED, RUBBERING, RUBBERS, to stretch one’s neck in looking at something
RUBBLE [n] +
[v] RUBBLED, RUBBLING, RUBBLES, to reduce to rubble (broken pieces)
RUG [n] +
[v] RUGGING, to tear roughly
RUSSET [n] +
[v] RUSSETED, RUSSETING, RUSSETS, to make or become reddish or yellowish-brown in color
RUSTIC [adj] +
[n] RUSTICS, one who lives in country
Unusual Parts of Speech - S
SACHET [n] +
[adj] SACHETED, SACHET, small bag containing perfumed powder
SAFETY [n] +
[v] SAFETIED, SAFETYING, SAFETIES, to protect against failure, breakage or accident
SALTIER [adj] +
[n] SALTIERS, saltire (heraldic design)
SANDAL [n] +
[v] SANDALED, SANDALING, SANDALS, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes)
SANITARY [adj] + [n] SANITARIES, public urinal
SARDINE [n] +
[v] SARDINED, SARDINING, SARDINES, to pack tightly [v]
SATIN [n] +
[v] SATINED, SATINING, to give glossy surface to
SAUCIER [adj] +
[n] SAUCIERS, chef who specializes in sauces
SAVORY [adj] +
[n] SAVORIES, savory dish served before or after meal
SAVOURY [adj] + [n] SAVOURIES, SAVORY (savory dish served before or after meal)
SAVVY [adj] +
[v] SAVVIED, SAVVYING, to understand
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SCANDAL [n] +
[v] SCANDALED, SCANDALLED, SCANDALING, SCANDALLING, SCANDALS, to defame
SCARF [n] +
[adj] SCARVED, SCARF, wearing scarf
SCHOOL [n] +
[adj] SCHOOLER (only adjectival form), school
SCRUPLE [n] +
[v] SCRUPLED, SCRUPLING, SCRUPLES, to hesitate because of ethical concerns
SEAWEED [n] +
[adj] SEAWEEDY, SEAWEEDIER, SEAWEEDIEST, SEAWEED, plant growing in sea
SECULAR [adj] + [n] SECULARS, layman
SEDIMENT [n] +
[v] SEDIMENTED, SEDIMENTING, SEDIMENTS, to settle to bottom of liquid
SELVAGE [n] +
[adj] SELVAGED, SELVAGE, edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling
SENILE [adj] +
[n] SENILES, one who exhibits senility (mental and physical infirmity due to old age)
SEQUIN [n] +
[v] SEQUINED, SEQUINING, SEQUINS, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental objects)
SERENE [adj] +
[n] SERENES, serene (calm, tranquil) condition or expanse
SERGEANT [n] +
[adj] SERGEANTY, noncommissioned military officer
SERIF [n] +
[adj] SERIFFED, SERIF, fine line used to finish off main stroke of letter
SERJEANT [n] +
[adj] SERJEANTY, noncommissioned military officer
SEVERAL [adj] +
[n] SEVERALS, few persons or things
SHALLOW [n] +
[v] SHALLOWED, SHALLOWING, SHALLOWS, to make shallow (having little depth)
SHARPER [adj] + [n] SHARPERS, swindler
SHAWL [n] +
[v] SHAWLED, SHAWLING, to wrap in shawl (piece of cloth worn as covering)
SHEEN [n] +
[v] SHEENED, SHEENING, to shine (to emit light)
SHERRY [n] +
[adj] SHERRIED, SHERRY, cooked or flavored with sherry
SHIRT [n] +
[adj] SHIRTIER, SHIRTIEST, angry
SHITCAN [n] +
[v] SHITCANNED, SHITCANNING, SHITCANS, offensive word
SHIVER [n + v] + [adj] SHIVERY, SHIVERIER, SHIVERIEST, shivering
SHYLOCK [n] +
[v] SHYLOCKED, SHYLOCKING, SHYLOCKS, to lend
SICKLY [adj] +
[v] SICKLIED, SICKLYING, SICKLIES, to make sickly
SIGNPOST [n] +
[v] SIGNPOSTED, SIGNPOSTING, SIGNPOSTS, provide with signposts (posts bearing signs)
SILENT [adj] +
[n] SILENTS, silent movies
SILK [n] +
[v] SILKING, to cover with silk (soft, lustrous fabric)
SILVER [n] +
[v] SILVERED, SILVERING, SILVERS, to cover with silver + [adj] SILVERN, silvery
SIMPLE [adj] +
[n] SIMPLES, something that is simple
SINGULAR [adj] + [n] SINGULARS, word form that denotes one person or thing
SISTER [n] +
[v] SISTERED, SISTERING, SISTERS, to treat like sister (female sibling)
SKINNY [adj] +
[n] SKINNIES, one that is skinny (very thin)
SKULL [n] +
[v] SKULLED, SKULLING, to hit on head
SLANG [n] +
[v] SLANGED, SLANGING, to use slang (extremely informal or vulgar language)
SLEDGE [n] +
[v] SLEDGED, SLEDGING, SLEDGES, to convey on type of sled
SLEEK [adj] +
[v] SLEEKED, SLEEKING, to make sleek (smooth and glossy)
SLEEVE [n] +
[v] SLEEVING, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm)
SLIVER [n] +
[v] SLIVERED, SLIVERING, SLIVERS, to cut into long, thin pieces
SLOGAN [n] +
[adj] SLOGANED, SLOGAN, motto adopted by group
SLUDGE [n] +
[v] SLUDGED, SLUDGING, SLUDGES, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment)
SMOTHER [v] +
[adj] SMOTHERY, tending to smother
SOCIABLE [adj] + [n] SOCIABLES, social
SOLACE [n] +
[v] SOLACED, SOLACING, SOLACES, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief))
SOLDIER [n] +
[n] SOLDIERY, SOLDIERIES, military profession
SOLITARY [adj] + [n] SOLITARIES, one who lives alone
SOMEWHAT [adv] + [n] SOMEWHATS, unspecified number or part
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SOONER [adv] +
SORROW [n] +
SOUFFLE [n] +
SOUTH [n] +
SOUTHERN [adj] +
SPATULA [n] +
SPHERE [n] +
SPIDER [n]
SPINACH [n] +
SPOUSE [n] +
STAMEN [n] +
STANZA [n] +
STARKER [adj] +
STATUE [n] +
STATURE [n] +
STATUS [n] +
STEADIER [adj] +
STEEPER [adj] +
STEEPLE [n] +
STENCH [n] +
STEREO [n] +
STERN [n + adj] +
STILETTO [n] +
STOMACH [n] +
STOOL [n] +
STRAIGHT [ad] +
STRANGE [adj] +
STRANGER [n] +
STREAM [n] +
STREET [n] +
STROP [n] +
STUBBLE [n] +
STUPID [adj] +
STURDY [adj] +
SUBLIME [adj] +
SUBSOIL [n] +
SUBURB [n] +
SUBURBAN [adj] +
SUBWAY [n] +
SUDDEN [adj] +
SUICIDE [n] +
SUNBEAM [n] +
SUNDOWN [n] +
SUPER [n] +
SUPINE [adj] +
SUPPLE [adj] +
SUPREME [adj] +

[n] SOONERS, one who settles on government land before it is officially opened for settlement
[v] SORROWED, SORROWING, SORROWS, to grieve
[adj] SOUFFLED, SOUFFLE made puffy by beating and baking
[v] SOUTHED, SOUTHING, to move toward south (cardinal point on compass)
[n] SOUTHERNS, person loving in south
[adj] SPATULAR, SPATULA, mixing implement
[v] SPHERED, SPHERING, SPHERES, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid)
[v] SPIDERED, SPIDERING, SPIDERS, to move in scuttling manner
[adj] SPINACHY, cultivated herb
[v] SPOUSED, SPOUSING, SPOUSES, to marry (to enter into marriage)
[adj] STAMENED, STAMEN, pollen-bearing organ of flowering plants
[adj] STANZAED, STANZA, division of poem
[n] STARKERS, naked
[adj] STATUED, STATUE, three-dimensional work of art
[adj] STATURED, STATURE, natural height of human or animal body
[adj] STATUSY, conferring prestige
[n] STEADIERS, one that steadies
[n] STEEPERS, one that steeps (soak in liquid)
[v] STEEPLED, STEEPLING, STEEPLES, to place fingers or hands in form of steeple)
[adj] STENCHY, STENCHIER, STENCHIEST, having stench
[v] STEREOED, STEREOING, STEREOS, to make type of printing plate
[adj] STERNED, STERN, rear part of ship
[v] STILETTOED, STILETTOING, STILETTOES, STILETTOS, to stab with stiletto (short dagger)
[adj] STOMACHY, paunchy
[v] STOOLED, STOOLING, to defecate
[v] STRAIGHTED, STRAIGHTING, STRAIGHTS,
[n] STRANGES, fundamental quark (hypothetical atomic particle)
[v] STRANGERED, STRANGERING, STRANGERS, to estrange (alienate)
[adj] STREAMY, STREAMIER, STREAMIEST, streaming
[adj] STREETED, STREET, public thoroughfare
[adj] STROPPY, STROPPIER, STROPPIEST, unruly (difficult to control)
[adj] STUBBLED, STUBBLE, short, rough growth of beard
[n] STUPIDS, stupid person
[adj] STURDIED, STURDY, disease of sheep
[v] SUBLIMED, SUBLIMING, SUBLIMES, to pass directly from solid to vapor state
[v] SUBSOILED, SUBSOILING, SUBSOILS, to plow so as to turn up subsoil (layer of earth beneath surface soil)
[adj] SUBURBED, residential area adjacent to city
[n] SUBURBANS, one who lives in suburb
[v] SUBWAYED, SUBWAYING, SUBWAYS, to travel by underground railroad
[n] SUDDENS, sudden occurrence
[v] SUICIDED, SUICIDING, SUICIDES, to kill oneself intentionally
[adj] SUNBEAMY, SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight
[v] SUNDOWNED, SUNDOWNING, SUNDOWNS, to experience nighttime confusion
[v] SUPERING, to reinforce with thin cotton mesh, as book
[n] SUPINES, SUPINE, Latin verbal noun
[v] SUPPLED, SUPPLING, SUPPLES to make supple
[n] SUPREMES, smooth white sauce made with chicken stock
to make straight (extending uniformly in one direction without bends or irregularities)
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SURNAME [n] +
SWAN [n] +
SWIFTER [adj] +
SYLLABLE [n] +
SYNAPSE [n] +
SYRINGE [n] +

[v]
[v]
[n]
[v]
[v]
[v]

SURNAMED, SURNAMING, SURNAMES, to give family name to
SWANNED, SWANNING, to swear (to utter solemn oath)
SWIFTERS, rope on ship
SYLLABLED, SYLLABLING, SYLLABLES, pronounce syllables (units of spoken language)
SYNAPSED, SYNAPSING, SYNAPSES,
SYRINGED, SYRINGING, SYRINGES, to cleanse or treat with injected fluids
Unusual Parts of Speech - T
TABBY [n] +
[v] TABBIED, TABBYING, TABBIES, to give wavy appearance to
TABLET [n] +
[v] TABLETED, TABLETTED, TABLETING, TABLETTING, TABLETS, to inscribe on small, flat surface
TABOO [n & adj] + [v] TABOOED, TABOOING, to exclude from use, approach, or mention
TALCUM [n] +
[v] TALCUMED, TALCUMING, TALCUMS, treated with powder made from talc
TALON [n] +
[adj] TALONED, TALON, claw of bird of prey
TAMPON [n] +
[v] TAMPONED, TAMPONING, TAMPONS, to plug with cotton pad
TAPESTRY [n] +
[v] TAPESTRIED, TAPESTRYING, TAPESTRIES, to decorate with woven wall hangings
TARMAC [n] +
[v] TARMACKED, TARMACKING, TARMACS, to cause (aircraft) to sit on taxiway
TART [n] +
[v] TARTING, to dress up
TAUT [n] +
[v] TAUTING, to tangle
TELLTALE [adj] + [n] TELLTALES, tattler
TEMPLE [n] +
[adj] TEMPLED, house of worship
THATCH [n] +
[adj] THATCHY, THATCHIER, THATCHIEST, resembling thatch
THICKSET [adj] + [n] THICKSETS, thicket
THIGH [n] +
[adj] THIGHED, THIGH, part of leg
THINCLAD [adj] + [n] THINCLADS, runner on track team
THOU [pron]+
[v] THOUING, to address as “thou” (2d person singular pronoun in nominative case)
THREAT [n] +
[v] THREATED, THREATING, THREATS, to threaten
THROAT [n] +
[v] THROATED, THROATING, THROATS, to utter in hoarse voice
THRONE [n] +
[v] THRONED, THRONING, THRONES, to place on throne (royal chair)
THRONG [n] +
[v] THRONGED, THRONGING, THRONGS, to crowd into
TIARA [n] +
[adj] TIARAED, TIARA, jeweled headpiece worn by women
TIMBER [n] +
[adj] TIMBERY, to furnish with timber (wood used as building material)
TISSUE [n] +
[v] TISSUED, TISSUING, TISSUES, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric)
TOILET [n] +
[v] TOILETED, TOILETING, TOILETS, to dress and groom oneself
TOKEN [n] +
[v] TOKENED, TOKENING, to serve as sign of
TOLLGATE [n] +
[v] TOLLGATED, TOLLGATING, TOLLGATES, to block business deal pending payment of bribe
TOMAHAWK [n] + [v] TOMAHAWKED, TOMAHAWKING, TOMAHAWKS, to strike with light axe
TOMATO [n] +
[adj] TOMATOEY, TOMATO, fleshy, edible fruit of perennial plant
TORQUE [n] +
[adj] TORQUEY, TORQUIER, TORQUIEST, providing force to cause rotation
TOURNEY [n] +
[v] TOURNEYED, TOURNEYING, TOURNEYS, to compete in tournament
TRIBAL [adj] +
[n] TRIBALS, member of Aboriginal people of India
TRIGGER [n] +
[adj] TRIGGER, TRIGGEST, neat
TROPICAL [adj] + [n] TROPICALS, plant of region lying in tropics
TRUANT [n & adj] + [v] TRUANTED, TRUANTING, TRUANTS, to stay out of school without permission
TRUNK [n] +
[adj] TRUNKED, TRUNK, main stem of tree
TURBAN [n] +
[adj] TURBANED, TURBAN, head covering worn by Muslims
TURMOIL [n] +
[v] TURMOILED, TURMOILING, TURMOILS, to throw into uproar
TURNIP [n] +
[adj] TURNIPY, TURNIPIER, TURNIPIEST, TURNIP, edible plant root
TURRET [n] +
[adj] TURRETED, TURRET, small tower
to come together in synapsis (point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another)
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TURTLE [n] +
TUXEDO [n] +
TWIG [n] +

[v] TURTLED, TURTLING, TURTLES, to catch turtles (tortoises)
[adj] TUXEDOED, TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat
[v] TWIGGING, to observe + [adj] TWIGGEN, made of twigs (small branches)

